
Daisy Farm Crafts
Crochet Winterberry Hat 

MATERIALS

Patons Canadiana (100 g / 3.5 oz, 187 m / 205 yds, 4 weight)

1 skein for up to 24 month hat, 2 skeins for larger sizes

Medium Green Tea, Fool's Gold 

Size H 5mm hook, tapestry needle, scissors, measuring tape

Pom Pom with snaps: 4 inch size for children, 6 inch size for adults

STITCHES

Back Loop Slip Stitch (BL-SLST): Insert hook into back loop, YO and pull loop back through and through loop on
hook.

Half Double Slip Stitch (HD-SLST): (also called Yarn Over Slip Stitch) YO, insert your hook, YO, pull up a loop
and pull directly through two loops on hook

Back Loop Half Double Slip Stitch (BL-HD-SLST): YO, insert your hook into back loop, YO and pull up a loop,
and pull through all three loops on hook

Single Crochet (SC): Insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through two loops on hook

https://www.yarnspirations.com/products/patons-canadiana-yarn?variant=47071324143931&utm_source=Influencer_DFC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2023_11_14__products


STITCHES CONTINUED

Front Bottom Loop Half Double Crochet (HDC): YO, insert your hook under front bottom loop, YO and pull
up a loop, YO and pull through all three loops on hook.

Berry Stitch (Berry): YO, insert hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO, pull through one loop on hook, YO, insert
hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO, pull through all five loops on hook

SIZE CHART

 

PATTERN 

Gauge: taken from the brim of the hat, 2 inches= 10 sts and 8 rows

12-24 months

CH 40 (or any number that measures 8.5 inches) For other sizes, refer to the size chart and chain the length
needed.

ROW 1: SL ST in the first 5 chains, HDC into each chain to the end. CH 1 and turn. (39) (The starting slip
stitches are the top of the hat.

Tip: If you are using different yarn, measure from the bottom of the hat 3.5 inches for the brim for children's sizes, 4
inches for adults and place stitch marker. Count the remaining HDC stitches and make sure it's an odd number. If
not, adjust stitch marker one stitch. 

If you use the same yarn and have the same gauge and started with 40 chains, the pattern going forward will give
stitch numbers. 

ROW 2: HD-SLST into the first st. BL-HD-SLST into each of the next 14 sts. (Place marker in final HD-SLST)
SC into the next st, *Berry into the next st. SC into the next st. Repeat from * until 5 sts remain. Back Loop SL ST
into last 5 sts. CH 1 and turn. 



PATTERN

Tip: Always mark the back loop HDC stitch that begins and ends the brim section. This will help to keep the brim
straight. 

ROW 3: Back Loop SL ST into each of the first 5 sts. HDC into each of the next 19 sts. Back Loop HD-SLST
into each of the remaining 14 sts, HD-SLST into final st. CH 1 and turn. 

ROW 4: HD-SLST into first st. BL-HD-SLST in each of the next 14 sts. Front Bottom Loop HDC into each of
the next 19 sts. Back Loop SL ST into each of the remaining 5 sts. CH 1 and turn. 

ROW 5: Back Loop SL ST into first 5 sts, back loop SC into each of the next 19 sts. Back Loop HD-SLST into
next 14 sts, HD-SLST into final st. CH 1 and turn. 

Repeat rows 2 through 5 until you have the width needed for size. Paton's Canadiana is very stretchy so we made
ours 5 inches less than the head circumference. Finish on a row that ends at the brim. Tie off with an extra long tail
for sewing. 

Fold wrong sides together, use tapestry needle to sew the starting chain and last row worked together, sewing
toward the top of the hat, work tapestry needle in and out the top slip stitches to gather the hat in at the top. Work
needle around the top several times to continue gathering in the hat. 

Sew the bottom half of the snap to the top of the hat, thread through the holes several times to secure. Weave in
the end on the underside of the hat. 

Weave in the beginning tail, snap on the pom pom. 

Tip: if the pom pom is smashed from packaging, use a hot blow dryer to puff up the pom. 

Here is a summary of the textured rows that repeat: 1 row berry and single crochet, 1 row HDC, 1 row front
bottom loop HDC, 1 row single crochet.

The top of the hat is always 5 slip stitches, the brim is half double slip stitches.

Please watch the video tutorial if you need any help at all: https://youtu.be/gvH0f_M7-f4

https://youtu.be/gvH0f_M7-f4

